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Using System-Supplied Event Master Definition Items
In addition to the Master Definition items you create, 25Live includes a number of system-supplied event master
definition items marked “[SYSTEM]” and grayed out. These items can’t be edited or deleted, but can be deactivated.

EventEvent
CategoriesCategories

Export to
vCalendar (not currently in use)

Featured
Event

Used by the system as the criterion for the default search displayed to non-signed in
users

EventEvent
ContactContact
RolesRoles

Instructor Used to designate the instructor of a class. If the Series25 LYNX Interface is configured
to import instructors, it will populate this event role automatically.

Requestor Used to designate the name of the 25Live user who created an event or event draft

Scheduler
Used to designate the name of the 25Live user who created an event or event draft. If a
default scheduler has been specified in 25Live, the system automatically enters that
name in this role.

EventEvent
CustomCustom
AttributesAttributes

Allow
Registration For use with the event registration features in 25Live.  

Conflict
Decider (not currently in use)

Detail
Image Used to specify a URL to appear in 25Live Publisher calendar event detail views

Event
Image

Used to specify a URL to appear in 25Live Publisher calendar spuds that include images
(most often thumbnails)

Hot Event
Image (not currently in use)

Priority
Override

Used to specify that an event's location assignment shouldn't be removed by the
academic priority feature, which normally gives location assignment priority to classes.
See also Academic Priority - What It Is, How It Works

Note: If you use this attribute, you must also add it to any event types you wish to make
it available for.

Registration For use with the event registration features in 25Live.  

SIS Bound
Reservation
Missing

Used by the system to designate cross-listed classes whose associated cross-listed
group members were not imported into 25Live by the legacy Series25-SIS (TCS)
Interface asynchronous vCalendar import process

http://knowledge25.knowledgeowl.com/help/registering-for-an-event-in-25live
http://knowledge25.knowledgeowl.com/help/academic-priority-what-it-is-how-it-works
http://knowledge25.knowledgeowl.com/help/registering-for-an-event-in-25live
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WDYT Event
Survey (not currently in use)

Web Site Used to specify the URL of an event’s promotional website

X25 CIP
Code (not currently in use)


